Bruno Antonio Buike

Präludium Tochter Zion
Prelude Daughter Zion
- great organ -
- experienced / fortgeschritten -

BBWV 037 - - 8:17

1. sources
- melody from oratorio Judas Maccabaeus by Georg Friedrich Haendel

2. setting
- special: this piece NEEDS at least GREAT BAROQUE ORGAN - or even better GREAT ROMANTIC ORGAN, both French or German style

3. dedication
- to marriage of His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, and the Duchess of Cornwall, 2005
- to 24th of Jakob in 2010, at moment some Warszaw University

4. special
The theme of "Daughter Zion" often is to be heard from brass band / military, but from TEXT clearly is related to St. Mary as Mother of God with special regard to CHRISTMAS - not excluding it from becoming a wedding-music ...

Neuss, February 2010
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- great organ -
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1.1: Intro: Fanfare

1.2 Intro: Reprise

Bruno Antonio Buike
to 24th of Jakub in Warszawa

BBWV 037
2. Veränderungen / Changements
3. Cantus in basso and signals / und Signale
4. Finale / final
037 - Prelude Daughter of Zion / Tochter Zion